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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company operates a website on Amazon EC2 Linux instances.
Some of the instances are faring Troubleshooting points to
insufficient swap space on the failed instances. The operations
team lead needs a solution to monitor this.
What should a solutions architect recommend?
A. Install an Amazon CloudWatch agent on the instances. Run an
appropriate script on a set schedule.

Monitor SwapUtilizalion metrics in CloudWatch.
B. Use EC2 metadata to collect information, then publish it to
Amazon CloudWatch custom metrics.
Monitor SwapUsage metrics in CloudWatch.
C. Configure an Amazon CloudWatch SwapUsage metric dimension.
Monitor the SwapUsage dimension in the EC2 metrics in
CloudWatch.
D. Enable detailed monitoring in the EC2 console. Create an
Amazon CloudWatch SwapUtilizalion custom metric. Monitor
SwapUtilization metrics in CloudWatch.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider an OSPFv3 network with four parallel links between
each pair of routers. Which measure can you use to reduce the
CPU load and at the same time keep all links available for
ECMP?
A. Configure some routers with a distribute list in ingress of
the OSPFv3 process.
B. Configure some interfaces as passive interface.
C. Configure ipv6 ospf database-filter all out on some
interfaces.
D. Configure ipv6 ospf priority 0 on some interfaces.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A school is implementing a wireless network and wants to ensure
there is adequate coverage.
The gymnasium has thick cinder-block walls, and there are
several offices adjacent to it. Which of the following should
the network technician recommend to ensure full coverage while
minimizing the total number of APs purchased?
A. Deploy two APs to the gymnasium with the maximum power level
transmitting to cover the adjacent offices.
B. Deploy a single AP to each adjacent office set to transmit
at maximum power.
C. Use a high-gain antenna on the AP in the gymnasium and
install an AP in every other adjacent office.
D. Use a spectrum analyzer to generate a heat map of the
gymnasium to pinpoint AP placement.
Answer: D
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